Introduction

Videodermatoscopy is a noninvasive diagnostic tool that allows a rapid in vivo observation at high magnifications (up to ×1,000) of some skin features invisible to the naked eye. The images obtained by a high-resolution videodermatoscope (VD) may be visualized on a monitor, processed and/or stored [1]. Videodermatoscopy is utilized both in the differential diagnosis of pigmented lesions as well as in other fields of dermatology such as inflammatory disorders, ectoparasitoses, other infectious diseases as well as hair and nail abnormalities [1–3]. The evaluation of hair and scalp disorders by videodermatoscopy has recently been defined as trichoscopy [4–6]. In general, the magnification needed to perform a trichoscopic exam ranges from ×20 to ×200, while standard handheld dermatoscopes are equipped with lenses up to ×10; therefore, high-magnification systems are required. Videomicroscopes (VMs) are simple, affordable hand-
Fig. 1. Package (a) and brochure (b) of the two VMs used in the study; both claim the use in hair/scalp evaluation.

Fig. 2. Lichen planopilaris (a–c) and alopecia areata (d–f). Perifollicular scales typical of lichen planopilaris are well visible using the standard VD (a), but not using VM 1 (b) and VM 2 (c). Yellow dots typical of alopecia areata are well identifiable using both standard VD (d) and VM 1 (e), but not using VM 2 (f).
held USB digital microscopes that provide magnification ranging from ×10 to ×200. They are available on the web for various nonmedical uses such as in botany, entomology, microelectronics and, recently, for hair/scalp evaluation (fig. 1). In a previous study, we have demonstrated that some VMs allowed a definitive diagnosis of scabies, identifying at low magnification the burrow and at high magnification other typical signs such as mites, eggs and feces. These results were similar to a medically marketed VD, although the latter provided a slightly better image definition [7]. We concluded that where noninvasive diagnostic techniques are crucial to control scabies such as in some institutional settings and/or geographic areas of unmet need, the impact of VMs appears to be significant and cost-effective. Based on these considerations, we have performed a clinical study to compare the reliability of two low-cost VMs with a standard, medically marketed VD in the differential diagnosis of hair loss.

Methods

Twenty-five patients (male: 8, female: 17; age range: 18–64 years) affected by different types of hair loss including 10 cases of alopecia areata, 8 of androgenetic alopecia, 3 respectively of lichen planopilaris and frontal fibrosing alopecia, and 1 of trichotillomania were enrolled in a controlled, blinded noninferiority clinical trial. All patients underwent examination by two low-cost VMs (VM 1: Micron Technology USB-Microscope; VM 2: Oitez eScope, approximately USD 30 each) as well as by a standard VD at incident light (Hirox KH-1300, approximately USD 20,000) in order to evaluate any variability in the detection of common trichoscopic features localized in the hair shaft (hair diameter diversity, miniaturized hairs, exclamation mark hairs and broken hairs) and in the follicular (yellow, white and black dots) and perifollicular (perifollicular scales) areas. Three different fields were examined for each patient. In case of follicular examination, the epiluminescence technique (i.e. the application of oil between the lens and the skin to avoid light reflection) was performed, while hair shaft and perifollicular features were evaluated by a ‘dry’ trichoscopy (without the use of oil). Images obtained by the three systems (∼30 magnification) were independently evaluated by three dermatologists blinded to the system adopted.

Results

At the end of the study, the results obtained by the three experts were identical. As expected, the standard medically marketed VD allowed for an optimal visualization of all hair shaft, follicular and perifollicular features. As regards the two low-cost VMs, they enabled a correct identification of all hair shaft alterations; as regards the follicular and/or perifollicular examination, black dots were easily recognized by both equipments, but other follicular features, such as yellow dots with VM 2 and white dots and perifollicular scales with both VM 1 and 2, were not adequately visualized because of low color quality and/or reduced brightness and/or resolution (fig. 2).

Conclusions

According to our study, VMs have a limited role in the assessment of hair disorders compared to standard VDs. However, further controlled noninferiority trials are needed to support our observations since the present study assessed only two types of VMs and was performed on a restricted number of patients, thus not allowing high-quality evidence-based conclusions.
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